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Caroline Schmidt
A professional photographer and 
experienced journalist, Caroline 
brings her talent for creating  
inspiring content to every issue. 
carolineannphotography.co.uk

Jordan Butters 
With a finger on the pulse of all 
things photography, Jordan is a 
regular contributor and a talented 
professional photographer.
jordanbutters.co.uk

Daniel Lezano
With around 35 years’ experience  
as a photographer and over 20 years 
on photo magazines, editor Lezano  
is passionate about photography, 
 in particular portraits. 

Ross Hoddinott OUTDOOR
He’s not only an award-winning 
nature photographer, a leading 
expert in landscape and wildlife 
photography, he’s a top tutor, too. 
rosshoddinott.co.uk
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OUR TEAM OF PHOTO EXPERTS

Ben Hall WILDLIFE
Regular contributor and one of the 
UK’s leading wildlife photographers 
share’s his expert advice for wildlife 
photography this month.  
benhallphotography.com
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Richard Hopkins TESTS
With over 30 years’ experience 
testing cameras for photography 
magazines, Richard’s one of the  
UK’s leading technical experts on 
photo kit, in particular lenses.
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James Abbott LANDSCAPES
James is an award-winning editorial, 
advertising and commercial 
photographer, specialising in portrait 
and landscape photography.
jamesaphoto.co.uk

Brett Harkness PORTRAITS
You either want to be photographed 
by him or shoot like him. A master of 
portraits, fashion and weddings,  
Brett runs regular photo workshops.
brettharknessphotography.com

Adam Burton LANDSCAPES
One of the UK’s leading landscape 
photographers and author of four 
books, Adam shoots throughout the 
UK and runs international workshops. 
adamburtonphotography.com

Helen Dixon LANDSCAPES
Helen is living the dream, having 
given up a full-time job to live in 
Cornwall and become a professional 
landscape photographer. 
helendixonphotography.co.uk
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Intentional camera movement isn’t just for landscapes, 
find out how you can add interest to backgrounds, too  
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Save time and money with this five-minute technique to 

transform you lush green landscapes into infrared images
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‘An oldie but goodie’: we share the contemporary steps for 
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Mark Bauer LANDSCAPES
A Dorset-based landscape 
photographer, Mark runs Dawn 2 
Dusk workshops and his new book is 
the subject of this month’s interview. 
markbauerphotography.com
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